Many geospatial science subdisciplines analyze variables that vary over both space and time. The space-time autoregressive (STAR) model is one specification formulated to describe such data. This paper summarizes STAR specifications that parallel geostatistical model specifications commonly used to describe space-time variation, with the goal of establishing synergies between these two modeling approaches. Resulting expressions for space-time correlograms derived from 1 st -order STAR models are solved numerically, and then linked to appropriate space-time semivariogram models.
Introduction
Geostatistics furnishes techniques for modeling the covariance matrix, whereas spatial autoregression furnishes techniques for modeling the inverse covariance matrix, for a set of n geographically distributed values of a single random function. Both seek to capture spatial autocorrelation effects in georeferenced data.
Although, in practice, both geostatistics and spatial autocorrelation techniques mostly are applied to static spatial variables, a growing interest among researchers is to utilize these techniques to address change over both space and time. Incorporating time is more than just adding another dimension, because the behavior of a variable over time differs from its behavior over space, and characteristics of temporal processes often are known to some degree. Accordingly, a space-time geostatistical or autoregressive model must capture the fundamental differences between spatial and temporal variation, and must include these differences in its structure and parameterization.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the basis for a synergy between space-time geostatistics and autoregressive (STAR) approaches to the modeling of correlation structures latent in space-time data. The mutually advantageous conjunction of these two approaches follows that established for the static case by Griffith and Csillag (1993) and Griffith and Layne (1997) , and seeks to create an enhanced combined approach to the modeling of space-time correlation structures. Simple 1 st -and 2 nd -order geographic neighbor direct dependency structures are addressed, with conceptualizations furnished by especially Gasim (1988) allowing them to be extended to larger neighborhoods. In doing so, we exploit the notion that a space-time semivariogram is valid (i.e., nonnegative definite) when any linear combination of values of the associated random function at any finite number of space-time points has non-negative variance.
The Configurational Structure of Georeferenced Data
Consider a variable Z = {Z(s, t) | s∈ S, t∈ T} that varies within a spatial domain S and a time horizon T. Let Z be observed at n space-time points (s i , t j ), i = 1, 2, ..., m and j = 1, 2, …, k, where n = mk. These space-time observations constitute a time series of length k at each of the m spatial locations, and imply the use of a regular sampling scheme (i.e., the observations are uniformly spaced over time at each spatial location).
The set of n points can be converted to a surface partitioning by constructing its associated set of Thiessen (Voronoi) polygons; these become volumes in three dimensions. This conversion allow the generation of a Delauany triangulation (the dual graph) that furnishes a topology-based articulation of the configurational structure of the set of n points. Interpoint distances furnish another. Suppose variable Z is an areal unit aggregate observed for m regions in time, where k is the frequency of observations per region over time. Let these areal units form a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive partitioning of a surface. If these polygons are convex hulls (all internal angles < 180 o ), then the geometric centroid of each polygon can be computed, and this set of points can be used both to convert the surface partitioning into a geographic distributions of points, and to construct a dual graph (similar to a Delaunay triangulation). This graph commonly is constructed using criteria based on chess piece movements: the rook's case (i.e., links connect points for polygons that share a common non-zero length boundary), and the queen's case (i.e., links connect points for polygons that share a common zero-i.e., point-or non-zero length boundary). For concave hulls (e.g., polygons with at least one internal angle > 180 o ) or for nested areal units (e.g., one contained completely inside another), a judiciously selected arbitrary point may be the dual graph node. Meanwhile, time can be represented with a simple line graph comprising a linear sequence of links and points.
In all three geographic cases, the graphs in question can be converted to adjacency matrices, C, which are binary 0-1 matrices with all diagonal entries being 0. Because these graphs are planar or near-planar and connected, the number of ones in the m-by-m matrices representing geographic arrangement is at least 2(m-1), usually does not exceed 3(m-2), and never exceeds 8m. These matrices are symmetric here, in part because geographic dependencies are being cast as non-directional. The number of ones in the k-by-k time sequencing matrix is 2(k-1). This set of matrices furnishes the building blocks of n-by-n space-time data matrices. Eigenfunctions extracted from each of these binary matrices can be used to summarize their respective structure.
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STAR Model Specifications
STAR model specifications (see Cliff et al. 1975 ) are explicit formulations describing how a variable Z varies in space s = (x, y) and time (t) in some joint fashion (x, y, t). The following two linear discrete cases are of interest here:
Z(x, y, t) = a⋅Z(x, y, t-Δt) + b⋅{Z(x-Δx, y, t-Δt) + Z(x+Δx, y, t-Δt) +Z(x, y-Δy, t-Δt) + Z(x, y+Δy, t-Δt)} + ε(x, y, t) ,
and Z(x, y, t) = a⋅ Z(x, y, t-Δt) + b⋅{Z(x-Δx, y, t) + Z(x+Δx, y, t) + Z(x, y-Δy, t)+Z(x, y+Δy, t)} + ε(x, y, t) .
Equation (1) specifies a value at location (x, y, t) as a function of the preceding in situ value (time t-Δt) as well as the preceding neighboring values, a lagged specification. Equation (2) specifies a value at location (x, y, t) as a function of the preceding in situ value (time t-Δt) as well as the contemporaneous neighboring values, a spatially contemporaneous specification. The random process ε is white noise, which is uncorrelated in space and time. In the STAR model, correlation in space and time is captured by the autoregressive structure of the model (i.e., the response variable appears in both sides of the equations). Feedback loops or cycles make equation (2) fundamentally different from equation (1). An initial field for t = 0 and spatial boundary conditions are needed in these formulations. In this paper, interest is in the case where sufficient time has transpired and the spatial extent is sufficiently large to allow negligible effects from boundary conditions.
Theoretical Space-time Correlations
Theoretical correlations can be posited for equations (1) and (2). Consider an infinite regular square (i.e., equal-sized pixels) tessellation lattice for which spatial adjacency (i.e., geographic neighbors) is defined by whether or not two square cells share a non-zero length common boundary (i.e., the rook's definition). Let {Z(s)} be a Gaussian random variable distributed across the vector of locations s (i.e., cells), such that {Z(s)} and {Z(s+h)}, for locations shifted by h units, are stochastically equivalent (i.e., complete stationarity). Spectral theory (Bartlett 1975; Haining 1978) reveals that the appropriate correlation function for the additive specification [i.e., equation (1)] is given by
whereas that for the multiplicative specification [i.e., equation (2)] is given by
for temporal lag h (h = 0, 1, …), and spatial lags g (g = 0, 1, …) and k (k = 0, 1, …), where a positive integer value of η yields a -order model, is the spatial and is the temporal autoregressive parameter, and (h, g, k) denotes the space-time lag involved.
Space-time Autoregressive Structures
The eigenvalues of the n-by-n connectivity matrix C for a linear surface partitioning containing P cells are ) cos( 2 1 P π p + , p = 1, 2, …, P. The 2 can be absorbed into the autoregressive parameter values, , doubling the size of each feasible. This solution can be extended to two-and three-dimensional regular square lattice structures. Ord (1975) first reported the eigenvalues of the PQ-by-PQ connectivity matrix for a square tessellation surface partitioning forming a P-by-Q (n = PQ) complete rectangular region as lattice, where C j is a matrix of 0s except for the upper-and lower-off diagonals, which contain 1s (j = P, Q, and T). C P and C Q have the same structure as C T .
Equation ( eigenvalues of the space-time connectivity matrix C. Additional discussion of this topic appears in Griffith (1996) .
Because the eigenvalues define the spectrum of a matrix, they appear in the denominator of equations (3) and (4); these denominators are based upon the limiting eigenvalues of the connectivity matrix representation of the space-time three-dimensional structure of data. In addition, Griffith and Csillag (1993) note, in contrast to the current thinking of that time, that a simultaneous autoregressive model can be porThe International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Vol. 38, Part II trayed by letting η = 2 in the denominator of equations (3) and (4)─it becom s a 2 nd -order covariance specification; Bartlett (1975, pp. 19, 25) reports this result. Furthermore, Griffith and Layne (1997) summarize the close numerical connections between the spatial-only form of equations (3) and (4) 
ne non-separable specification expresses the space-time
hich is statistically valid if both C S (h) and C T (u) are valid rnative is the metric model (Dimitrakopoulos a 3 A concerns whether or not the space and the time components of a formulated function are: separable such that they factor (Gneiting et al., 2006) ; or, nonseparable such that they form a linear combination (Ma 2008) . Mitchell et al. (2005) propose a modified multivariate repeated measures likelihood ratio test coupled with bootstrapping for this purpose. Brown et al. (2001) note that separability requires that the expected value for some random variable at location (x, y) in time t+1, given its values in a neighborhood of location (x, y) in time t, must equal the conditional expectation just for location (x, y). S ce and aspects of spatial-temporal interaction, and proposes a new class of space-time covariances. Ma (2003 Ma ( , 2008 presents methods for constructing spatio-temporal stationary covariance models, and supplements the set presented by Kolovos et al. (2004) . Gneiting et al. (2006) posit theorems for symmetric and separable specifications, the Cressie-Huang and the Gneiting model, and stationarity. Fuentes et al. (2008) propose a nonstationary and nonseparable spectral density specification for which separability is a special case. Finally, Calder (2007) proposes a Bayesian specification that includes priors on initial points in time.
The space-time separability assumption (Bogaert 199 ates that the space-time covariance function C(h, u) can be written as a product of a spatial, C S (h), and a temporal, C T (u), covariance function, such that O covariance function as a linear combination of these two components (De Cesare et al. 2001) , such that w covariance functions and parameter p satisfies certain conditions (De Cesare et al. 2001 ). This product-sum model appears to perform well in practice (De Iaco et al. 2003 , Gething et al. 2007 .
Another alte nd Luo 1994), which reduces the space-time covariance function to
hose essential characteristic is that distance in space is made comparable to distance in time through the scaling w parameter α. Equation (7) is rather restrictive because it assumes that the variances in time and space are equal. The following more flexible specification results from combining equation (6) with p = 0 and equation (7):
( 8) he third term in the right-hand side represents a joint spaceme interaction effect.
erical Experiments
Only numerical integration solutions to the definite integrals equations (3) and (4) are available here. Because this ted in terms of their fits to these numerica
Conclusions
In summary, numerical evaluation suggests that the STAR odel equations (1) and (2) st -order models are assessed. Because the exponent in the denominators of the integrands is 1, equations (1) and (2) refer to a space-time conditional autoregressive (CAR) specification. Numerical results for equations (3) and (4) Table 1 ). Theoretical nugget and sill values for equations (5)- (8) respectively are 0 and 1. Deviations from these values represent specification error; the numerical integration error is negligible.
The stable, the Bessel, and the exponential variogram models were evalua l data, with the exponential variogram model performing the best. Estimation results for this model appear in Tables 1  and 2 , and suggest that equation (5) does not furnish a good description of the space-time structure generated by equations (1) and (2). Equation (8) fails to provide any improvement in the description furnished by equation (7), because equations (1) and (2) generate realizations from a random function that have the same sill (variance) in time and space; in cases where the variances differ, equation (8) will almost surely do better than equation (7). Equation (7) appears to yield a marginally better description than the one provided by equation (6). The principal difference between the relationship between equation (7) and equations (1) and (2) is the estimated α parameter, the anisotropic weight attached to the time distance in order to differentiate it from space distance, which is included in the specification of equation (7), but not equations (1) and (2). m tion (7) with exponential-shaped variograms. However, realworld processes may, in addition to the space-time models characterized by equations (1) and (2), have purely spatial and purely temporal components. Whittle (1954) shows that purely spatial AR models have Bessel function-shaped covariance functions, whereas linear one-dimensional time series models have exponential variograms. Thus, processes that also have purely temporal and/or spatial components should be characterized by variogram models given by equa-tion (8) rather than equation (7). Assuming that the generating The three C0 terms were set equal to 0-the theoretical value-in order to achieve convergence. NOTE: *** denotes an estimate at the limit of the numerically calculated space-time data cube. processes satisfies the linear ARMA model, the temporal and spatio-temporal variograms may be described with exponential functions, whereas the spatial component may be described with a Bessel function. The three C0 terms were set equal to 0-the theoretical value-in order to achieve convergence. NOTE: *** denotes an estimate at the limit of the numerically calculated space-time data cube.
